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Introduction

That Ottoman Qur'anic manuscripts of the 13th/19th century have developed into
standard products can escape few observers. When one opens one, the style of calligraphy and
lay-out are immediately and at first sight identifiable as coming from a common concept of
how the Qur'anic text should look like. In addition, it is evident that the Ottoman copyists and
calligraphers strove to attain perfection in the production of Qur'an manuscripts. This they
did certainly for its own sake, but one may'assume that they also felt the competition from the
technical perfection of typography, an invention that in Turkey and Egypt was firmly
establishing itself in the first half of the 19th century, and that they made an effort to prove
their own superiority. It may be an additional explanation for the dazzling achievements of the
Ottoman calligraphers in that time.

The standardization of Qur'an manuscript production cannot easily be pinpointed to one
or another feature. It is rather the complex of conventions involving the choice of paper, lay-
out, script, illumination, and sometimes binding as well, which leads us to such a conclusion.
At a closer look, when one tries to corroborate the first impression by finding well-definable
and objective criteria for such a statement, it proves to be a more complicated matter,
however. Analysis of codicological features in these manuscript yields some result, e.g. about
the coinciding of the a{za and the quires (in fact rule number one in the text which follows
here), but otherwise it is difficult to reconstruct more such rules. Yet they have doubtless
existed, but probably were seldom committed to writing.

While describing the Leiden Qur'ans I came across a number of such features, and my
search for more of these rules was stimulated by Tim Stanley's research on the standardisation
of manufacture of Ottoman Qur'ans based on manuscripts in the Chester Beatty Library in
Dublin. I will give an account of such rules and copyist's habits in the catalogue of the Leiden
Qur'ans, both manuscripts and printed editions, which Arnoud Vrolijk and I are preparing. It
is by mere good luck, as it often happens, that I found, as a loose addition to a manuscript
volume in the Leiden collection, a set of twenty-nine rules which were at least applied by one
copyist or author, but which may have been, certainly in part, in wider use among Ottoman
copyists.
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The present text

The text of these twenty-nine rules was incidentally found as a loose insert in a collective

volume with Arabic and Turkish texts in Leiden University Library, Or. 11.701. It is part of

several shipments of manuscripts from Turkey which anived in Leiden in the late 1960's and

which were purchased from the Egyptian antiquarian and collector A.A. Fatatri, who was, and

still is, based in Leiden. The manuscript consists of 106 folios, plus several unnumbered loose

inserts, the texts being written in nnsk script by several different copyists. The volume has a

half-leather Islamic binding with flap, with pasted boards. From the contents it is evident that

is a collection of texts which was brought together by someone whose interest laid in technical

matters concerning the Qur'anic text. He may have been a Qtrr'an copyist himself'

In order to show in what sort of scholarly environment the present Rules were found I

will give a summary description of the contents of mcLgmu' al-eiden Or. 1 1.701:

(1) ff .  1b-57a. KftAb al-Waqf wat-Ibt irta, by Muhammad b. Tayfur al-Gaznawi al-

Salawandi (d. c. 560/1165), GAL G I, 408. This is not a composition, but a long list of words

from the Qur'an showing their exact spelling, arranged according to the surct's. Dated 17

Ragab 1240 AH.

(2) ff .57b-58a. List of first words of the agzi' and algib of the Qur'an.

(3 ) f . 58b .Tu rk i sh .Acoun to f  t he  s tT ra ' sandaya t  o f  t he  Qur 'an , fo l l owedbyacoun to f
the letters of the Qur'an, apart for each letter of the alphabet.

(4) f . 59a. List of abbreviations used to refer to the canonical Qur' an readers and their

transmitters.

(5) ff. 59b-87a. An anonymous commentary on al-Muqaddima al-Gaz.arivya fil-Tafrwtd
by Muhammad al-Gazari (d. 833/1429),GAL S II, 275. Dated 11 Rafab 1240 AH.

(6) f. 87b. Indication of how to divide the Qur'anic text into seven equal parts, for

recitation of one seventh on the text on each day of the week. This was apparently abstracted or

quoted from a commentary by Sayyid 'Alizada on Shir'at al-lslam by Sadid al-Din al-Sargi (d.

57311177), GAL S r,642.

(7) ff. 90a-92b,loose1y added. SarllQawa'idTis'awa-'lirun, on leaves measuring 16.5 x

10.5 cm, with fifteen lines of text to the page. These are the twenty-nine rules which are

herewith published.

(8) ff .  95b-106a, loosely added. Kitab al-Qawa'id al- 'Utmaniyyct f i l -Rusum al-

Qur'aniyya, apparently taken from a Mushaf. Dated 1252 AH, copied by the copyist al-Sayyid
'Umar al-Fariq (so spelt, but possibly meant to be al-Faruq), who professes to have copied and

gilded already sixteen Qur'an manuscripts.

(9) Loosely added: 2 + 2 ff ., damaged. Two copies of the beginning only of a work on

Q u r ' a n r e a d i n g b y ' A l i b . H a m z a a l - K i s a ' i ( d . c .  1 8 9 / 8 6 5 ) , G A L G I ,  1 l 5 , o n e o f  t h e s e v e n

canonical readers.

(10) Loosely added: 2 ff . Kitab at-Wuquf by Muhammad b. Tayfur al-Gaznawi al-

Sagawandi (d. c. 560/1165), GAL G I, 408, where this text is not mentioned.
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At the end there are more loose inserts, which seem to have no great significance. The

volume has not yet been described in any of the Leiden catalogues.

All texts in the volume belong to the Qur'anic sciences, and were copied, as far as could

be ascertained from the few that are dated, around the middle of the 13th century AH,

coinciding with the first half of the 19th century. The present text, which at the end bears the

date 1279 AH, was not copied as part of the nm{nru'rz but was apparently removed from a

eur'an, or, more likely, copied from one, and then loosely put into the volume by an owner,

reader or collector. For convenient reference it was included by me in the continuous folio

numbering of the volume, where it now occupies, as the 7th text, ff. 90b-92b. The loose insert

on which the present text was written in fact occupies ff. 90a-94b in the volume, but it is, apart

from these twenty-nine rules, and a short phrase on 90a, blank.

That texts were and are added to the Qur'anic text in a manuscript or edition is not

uncommon. Often one sees a Du'a' Katm al-Qur'an, a prayer to be said at the conclusion of

the reading of the Qur'an. One can find other texts as well. An explanation of the reading signs

used by the copyist is a distinct possibility. Lists with such explanations have become particu-

larly widespread in printed editions of the Qur'an. Another sort of text regularly encountered

at the end of the holy text is an instruction about performing divination with the Qur'anic text

(Fat at-Qur'ant) That the twenty-nine rules here discussed were added to a Qur'anic

manuscript is therefore nothing exceptional. only I had never seen such rules before, when I

first found the present text, and that was reason enough to to devote more attention to it.

The way of editing

With only one manuscript witness there is no stemmatic work involved, and my work

done on this text can be called an intelligent transcription, rather than a critical edition in the

true sense of the word. I have faithfully transcribed the text as I found it, but I consciously

deviated in four ways from the original. Firstly, I did not follow the full vocalization which

the copyist or author used. That vocalization is in fact a flawless addition to the consonant text,

but for practical purposes I did not maintain it as the Arabic is perfectly understandable

without it. The copyist or author probably gave the text a full vocalization in order to show off

his ability to do so, or, in order to make it similar to the outward appearance of the Qur'anic
text to which these leaves once must have belonged. He may also have applied a ful l

vocalization to the text because of the considerable amount of Qur'anic phrases which it

contains. Further I have conformed the defective spell ing of several words, especial ly

derivates of the word plA1, to the plene writing which is usual nowadays. Thirdly, I have

added the hamz.a wherever modern usage would require this. I have done this for practical, or

actually cosmetical reasons only, as these alterations make reading more convenient' They are

features of spelling in the handling of which I, as the editor, felt I had a certain freedom of

action.

Tim Stanley in his lecture in the Bologna conference on Manuscripts of the Middle East in October 2000'

mentioned ih. f .utur. of Fal specif ical ly. Standarrl izat ion in manuscript production is, he said, important for

divinatory operations with the Qur'anic text, i f  one wishes to have a standard outcome as a result of a standardized

way of handling the Holy Book.
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Another, entirely cosmetic, intervention which is entifely mine is that in my edition each

of the twenty-nine rules starts on a new line, whereas the manuscript gives the rules

continuously, albeit divided by a small space'

One observation should be mad.e and one instance be pointed out where I did not feel that

same freedom of action. It is evident from the text that the author knew Arabic grammar quite

well, but only as far as l'rab isconcerned. He is conspicuously awkward in connecting words

in order to make composite phrases or leal sentences. I even doubted whether I should not

read an Ottoman e2afit between the words of the title' The author's use of numerals is far

from faultless, nor is his concordance of gender. From this it is obvious that he is not an

Arabophone. ln view of the provenance of the manuscript one may assume that he had enjoyed

an ottoman Turkish education, and a calligraphic craftsman at that, but certainly not a scholar'

There is an interesting feature which one can often observe with non-Arabophone copyists of

Arabic texts. As far as assiduity, accuracy and calligraphy are concerned, they can copy'

vocalize and present a text almost to perfection, but once they start to write on their own

account, and that is usually the case in the colophon which is their personal addition to a text'

the language suddenly becomes simple, almost reduced to an enumeration of detached words'

with hardly a full-fledged sentence in it. At best formulaic niceties are given in such places' or

the colophon is adorned with copyist verse, but well-made compositions are avoided'

consciously in my opinion. It makes one think about the degree of literacy of the copyists, but

that is a matter which goes beyond the present subject. As one may see in the present text, not

even a copyist of the Qur'an is automatically exempt from such limitations'

The present enumeration of rules is not an intricately formulated essay, so the damage

done by the author's imperfect ability to compose Arabic is not considerable nor is it very

conspicuous. Yet, an editor should not try to make a text better than the author himself has

made it. Hence I have left these features unchanged. I will point to some of them in due course'

and I will translate the text acl sententian, with disregard for the imperfect form in which he

has occasionallY moulded it'

U;eJ U; -r"ll 1l; 
li't

.JT.e .ro, ,;*J\JJ XG i.f ri -:r J-ri ,f q/r g!-lle; tI4,lJ 'H C./ uL+ JTlJl t);;i ltjJt dJ rsJl

-tj' J\'j 'jJi ly<J C'9 
''=+''rr si*Jl ij'o dU ':qe r;'"rJl3 'l'Jl 1r- |l ol"*>Jl r'r^1 r;sl '*e

i':.rV gt*3 e- ,*

.-.-rjJl .[t! ;rq; sJ' ;r-t t,F lu E ;!r :r gr; .e,P-;i ;;>i-J | ) 21 ;' " > F'Ji ;r!l

i^jill Jri J.J*JI ,121 ;n '2 Jll al ;uJt

l-f r ;T 6ri ,:.r ' 'yrUri z-�; . ,F.'t: i  al clu'lt

,u-!r ;rri J Jl / lr i ir i  L.{lr l

,utlr,prri k+.<:'t;rn};e/+J' JiPl\rt:r::rqulei .,/uiJl d'! i l6'-." 'r i l-t-tt

,u-!r,.pr3i V: t lvL,"l i  J-Jl l{ i j lr i  o, y' l c'u-f t 'r l  i ' t-Jl

,u!r,;:rri b-I.tr C;ly uJ' d Jltjr (l-r;-' d'r\^.- 'ti ;t-lt
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,L-rrl Jrlri \J'3 'r-13 (v ,tC)Ljjr t;lt' 
z-; ''/ !''l-i :Iiil ''li ::'u''lt

(ty -..t\c/ ,rr.IJt v g L;*;! irfu it l)" '*: 'ul {j ;) l o2 qurri "/ ;t oqitol i-gt

Fll#lrl \. i t,

..u-!r;Jri d br ,py € ty'|,,-:r.a"i'tlt r-'l lEiJ 'll i;wt

/,.L-!l Ji lrl,1-it1 .r-te ( y €J-rl 
\{.i \: uP v Q J :- }t i41i q iEiJ r'ri,':r g;rHl

,u!trutri \r.=-r w)t' *U>{;../ #t lr',i l'. /j' iJuJl

Fll,ElJi klf iw)2:o#t.s'-! d tr; ' i  y"tl l  hi qil i iJJi ' j '^:J\}- ' l

..u!r .Ll Lty;a*2e s.' ir\;ll 
ta,�l U i!il ;ti pi-tSt

,J"-!trutri l{;r-r w)2t g-.-l,-././ul \Hl q +aJ ''ri ,:" i-tilt

,-U-!f yfri V , t lyi.-' v,:J J:-'- ilil ''rl ,-:" i'ut

..U-!t,.prri k".-+r -lt tnvo' "-i zJilt e)lt'*.li d -r*' ileiJ Oi ':r i-'t-tl

,u-!r ;rri W: t tyi'u c/ ot<-t 
{ 

d'iJ di ,,':- e''t!l

,u!r ;lji j \+l-r w), ;n"rlrua't,/ 6't tsb:uit 'ri ,:" i'-ult

,L-!l ;r3i qJf3 vtt P*ri ol c'l'r*Jl oi ;rr -l-lt

,u-'lr ;rri taS e t*;, -* qrl e * f 
iEiJ iri a,;/ /5Jlr !tr\^Jl

,u-!r ;rri \{:.1-r v)t' Puw,/ ,-<- tf iEiJ Ji i//5J1,:JtjJl

,r"-!r ;rri \r-+r (\ v z,- d .p'!t 3, zu !i'llr:'lt1 i:lu'lt

..u-!i ;r,i qK,u;r, pc5-t-!,f *',;JS'?itriJ'ri "re.-:-lt1 i-t'lt

Fll /t i l  ,t,/t blt t vd ,r ' iJt ,* ' i ibi l 0i J' -! lr:- l iJl

,.L-Yl ;tri tc+-*r uit ' ;tuJl,/ 21'r-all ' i l !  * 'WJrli sa'iJlr:-; lJl

( y,!,f *l l  zJ;i l i  t4l,U>U,/ 
i) F Fl ;u'" t, 

a)\ 2t iJ \ i J f :+ iEiJ' l l  J, /5JlJ'^{tJl

,.u-tit ,;t1i \/- 'r-le

,u-!r ;rri yl|-tt tv'*., i d*t 'Jl fLu'iJJi irrl5Jl ':rt jJl

tr 5rtr rl-ll Jri st o;4\t ;i o, ta;'-U rWi-lt t!;JlJ-&Jl'jr ,J,' qt ) ai ilj,:'lt'e i-Utt

drL-Jr q.At €tlt $lt,,-!t;u u;S- rrt

\ YV1 i:-

Translat ion

This is the enumeration of the twenty-nine rules.

praise be to God, who sent down the Qur'an in clear Arabic language, and blessing and peace be

on him who was sent as a messenger of joy and warning to all the worlds, Muhammad, and on his

family and his companions, (blessings) in as many numbers as creatures, till the Day of Resurrection

and Judgment.

This Qur'cln contains the word of God, He be exalted, written according to twenty-nine rules'

Rule one: Each !uz.'of the thirty a{zd is written on ten leaves, except the two last apza' which

occupy more space, as they have more gilding.2

Meant is that the latter two quires contain a relatively large number of illuminated srTra titles, which occupy extra

space. The author of the rufes forgets that the same goes for the first quire, because of the illuminated double

openlng page.
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Rule two: The beginning of each Puz.' of the thirty ap,z.a' coincides with the beginning of the page.

Rule three: On the beginning of each page is the first word of the aya and at the end of each page

is the end of the aya.

Rule four: The end of the srTra coincides with the end of the lines'

Rule five: All ayat which have aJ their beginning the phrasef al-Qur'an ol-'Az.un (in thitty places)

stafi at the beginning of the line.

Rule six: All ayat which begin with the phrase al-Hantdu lil lah (in six places) start at the

beginning of the line.

Rule seven: All words subhana (in six places) and fa-subl.tana (in three places) are at the

beginning of the line.

Rule eight: All words tabaraka (in five places) andfa-tabaraftc (in one place) are at the beginning

of the line,

Rule nine: The ayat which have at their beginning the letter iirr, Sahida Allahu, Sahru Ranndona,

iakiran li-Art'urnihi, iara'a lakum min al-Dut (in four places) are all at the beginning of the line.

Rule ten: The phrase bismillah, except when it occurs in the beginning of the sura's (in two

places) is at the beginning of the line.

Rule eleven: All phrases ya ayyuha al-Rasul (in two places) and ya ayynha al-Rusul (in one place)

are at the beginning of the line.

Rule twelve: The phrase ya ayyuha al-Nabt (in thirteen places) is always at the beginning of the

line.

Rule thirteen: The phrase yci ayyuha allaQina Annnil (in ninety-one places) is always at the

beginning of the line.

Rule fourteen: The phrase ya ayyuha al-Insan (in two places) is at the beginning of the line.

Rule fifteen: The phrase ya ayyuha al-Nas (in twenty places) is always at the beginning of the

l ine.
Rule sixteen: The phrase yas'alunaka (in nine places) is always at the beginning of the line.

Rule seventeen: The words Muhamrnad (in four places) and Ahmad (in one place) are all at the

beginning of the line.

Rule eighteen: The phrase kun fa-yakunrz (in eight places) is always at the end of the line.

Rule nineteen: The phrase Gafir Rahttn (in forty-three places) is always at the end of the line.

Rule twenty: The Safiadat (in foufieen places) are all at the end of the line.

Rule twenty-one: The phrase SamI' 'AItm (in twelve places) is always at the end of the line.

Rule twenty-two: The phrase 'Az.Iz. Haklrn (in thirteen places) is always at the end of the line.

Rule twenty-three: The phrase turg,a'Lt al-Unturu (in six places) is always at the end of the line.

Rule twenty-four: The phrase bi-Kulli Say' 'Altm (in eleven places) is always at the end of the line.

Rule twenty-five: The phrase tastru al-Umuru (in one place) is at the end of the line.

Rule twenty-six: The phrase 'Alirn bi-Dat al-Sudur (in twelve places) is always at the end of the line.

Rule twenty-seven: The words yatawakkalurzrz (in five places), al-Mutawakkiluna (in three places)

and al-Mfiawakkiltna (in one places) are always at the end of the line.

Rule twenty-eight: The phrase 'Atlam al-Guyub (in four places) is always the end of the line.

Rule twenty-nine: In this noble Qur'an there is no word cut in two, one part being at the end of

the line, the other part at the beginning of the (next) line, and everything that must be observed is

written in red ink. Let the noble and blessed places be seen.

(Copied in) the year 1279.
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Commentary

One may roughly divide this set of twenty-nine rules into four categories of prescliptiorr.
which are (or must be) followed while making the lay-out of a Qur'an manuscript. Categorl' I

concerns the entire book, categories 2 and 3 concern the lay-out by the line, and category 4
gives instructions on the level of the words. I distinguish these categories as follows.

Category I (rules 1-4). These are general rules for the entire book. Firstly, the a{zi'
should be written on quires of ten leaves, the beginning words of the a{za' should begin on top
of the page (of the new quire), and each page should begin with the first word of an ayct, and,
therefore, also ending with the last word of an aya. The end of the szzra must coincide with the
end of a line.

Category 2 (rules 5-17). This set of rules is in fact a list of Qur'anic phrases and words
which must always be written at the beginning of a line.

Category 3 (rules I 8-28). This is a similar set of rules, now containing a list of Qur'anic
phrases and words which must always be at the end of a line.

Category 4 (rule 29) stands by itself, and is twofold. It forbids breaking off words at the
end of a line, and prescribes the writing of reading signs in red ink.3

What about the applicability of these rules? Twice in the text, in the introduction just

before rule 1, and in the text of rule 29, there is a reference to 'this 
Qur'an'. That cannot but

mean that the present text was part of a Qur'an manuscript. What we cannot know for sure is
whether the loose leaves on which the text of the twenty-nine rules are written were removed
from a Qur'an manuscript, or that they were just copied from the QLtr'an manuscript to the
writing of which these rules were in fact applied. Personally I opt for the second possibility,
since the paper on which the rules are written is uncoloured which would be unusual for an
Ottoman Qur'an manuscript of the 19th century, nor is there a visible ruling which the text
might have had if it had been part of a larger manuscript. But the wording of the text
ultimately must mean that the twenty-nine rules were written in a copy of the Qttr'an.

About the function of the text we remain unsure as well. The twenty-nine rules are no
doubt inspired by awe and respect for the holy text. But are the twenty-nine rules a mere
description by one copyist of the limitations he has imposed on himself, as a sort of luz.um ma
layalz.amu, making necessary what is not necessary, in order to enhance the quality of his
achievement? Or are they rules that should be integrally applied by other copyists as well, and
that on a wide scale? The answer to this question can be gained, of course, by a survey of 19th-
century Qur'anic manuscripts of Ottoman manufacture.

Looking at manuscripts of the same era and region region, one may observe that
categories I and 4 of the rules are commonbly observed, whereas groups 2 and 3 are not
necessarily followed, and certainly not all rules at all times. So one may look at the twenty -

nine rules which are here presented, partly as a prescription for copyists, and partly as a
description of one copyist's remarkable lay-out abilities. It is regrettable that we only have a

Would the author consciously have l imited his l ist of rules to twenty-nine, although he could have made two rules
from this last one, just to avoid to make ful l  the number of thirty? And i f  this is so, would he have done that in
order to not emulate the number of apza' in Ihe Qur'an?
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copy of these twenty-nine rules at our disposal and that is like looking for a needle in a
haystack if we wish to know the present whereabouts of the Qur'an manuscript from which the
rules originate and in which they were integrally applied.

The question should also be asked why these rules would have been devised at all. For the
rules in categories 1 and 4 this is clear enough, and these have apparently gained a wide-spread
acceptance. They do indeed enhance the quality of the calligraphed product, the Mu;haf for the
luxury market, and the author of the twenty-nine rules here discussed may have adopted them
from accepted usage among calligraphic craftsmen. For several of the rules in categories 2 and
3 this self-evidence is far less. Again, they may have been devised as an extra, self-imposed
limitation by which the calligrapher would prove the total mastery of his pen. But they are not
randomly chosen words by which he would show this, so more speculation (by lack of
concrete evidence) is necessary. There are several rules that seem to defy a rational or even
speculative explanation, however.

Rule five is indeed problematic. The word 'azlm occurs 85 times in the Qur'an, with or
without the article, but almost exclusively as a rhyming word at the end of an aya. The word

Qur'an, with or without the article, occurs 58 times in all. The combination of the words a/-

Qur'anandal- 'A7tm occurs only once, and then without the preposit ionf, and not at the
beginning but at the end of an aya (15:87). So the problem is only that there are no instances
where the rule can be applied, a fact which must have been known to the author of the rules.
Then arises the question why he would formulate a rule which is nowhere applicable.

Rule seven presents another as yet unsolved problem. The word subhina, including the
composites with the particles wa- and fa- occurs eighteen times in the Qur'an If one only takes
into account those instances in which subhana andfa-subhana occur at the beginning of an aya
(an extra requirement which the author of the twenty-nire rules does not mention, but which
he may have meant and which he did in fact mention for rules 5 and 6), it can be observed that

fa-subhana does indeed occur three times, but that the word subhana occurs only five times at
the beginning of an aya, instead of the six times mentioned in rule seven. This slight difference
could have been caused by a miscount by the author of the rules.

Looking at Ottoman Qur'an manuscripts of the nineteenth century we can observe that
these were evidently made according to elaborate sets of rules. Their copyists followed
conventions that were part of their craft, which, however, have largely remained unwritten.
By sheer good luck such a set of rules and conventions, has surfaced. There remain questions
to be answered, whether they are prescriptive or descriptive, and for some of them, whether
they can, at all, be applied. Nor was the Qur'an manuscript located in which they must have
been applied. Yet, those of the twenty-nine rules, which are applicable in practice, have now
been herewith made explicit.
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